Sensory-induced modification of two motor patterns in the crab, Cancer pagurus.
Sensory input is pervasive among motor networks and continuously adapts motor patterns to changing circumstances. To elucidate common principles of sensorimotor integration, it is beneficial to characterize sensory influences on motor network operation and compare these influences between species. To facilitate such comparison, we have studied the influence of the anterior gastric receptor (AGR) - a proprioceptor that has been characterized in detail in two lobster species - on the pyloric (filtering of food) and gastric mill (chewing of food) motor patterns in the crab Cancer pagurus. AGR has a bipolar cell body in the stomatogastric ganglion; it was activated by tension increase in gastric mill powerstroke muscles. While two spike initiation zones accounted for its spontaneous activity, active membrane properties (sag potentials, spike frequency adaptation) contributed to the AGR response to current injections. When activated, AGR diminished spike activities in two pyloric motor neurons and prolonged the pyloric cycle period. Furthermore, AGR excited gastric mill protractor neurons, inhibited the retractor neuron and evoked phase-independent resetting of the gastric mill rhythm. Repetitive spike trains entrained the rhythm to both longer and shorter cycle periods. All AGR actions seemed to be mediated via at least two premotor projection neurons in the spatially distant commissural ganglia. The response of the gastric mill neurons was independent of AGR firing frequency. Our results suggest that homologous proprioceptors can elicit similar effects on motor patterns while utilizing different mechanisms. This work thus provides an initial framework for future studies to determine underlying common principles.